Normal cyclic oolllneations
A transformation f t X -^Z is called k-cyclic (k-periodic) if f s e, where e is the identity. We call f exactly k-cyclic if f k = e and f 1 e for i=1,...,k-1. Let f be a collineation in the projective space P°. We shall call f a normal cyclic collineation if f n+^ = e and there exists a point p € P° such that the points p, are linearly independent. In particular, any involution is a normal cyclic collineation in P 1 .
One of the most important theorems about projectivities on a line is the following theorem (L8D p. 102 j: If for a single point p of a line which is not a double point of a projectivity TT on the line we have the relatione n(p) = p' and TI(p') = p, the projectivity is an involution. We shall formulate the above theorem in another way: If for a projective transformation f of P 1 onto itself there exists a pair of points p, q (one-dimensional simplex) 3uch that f(p) = q, f(q) = p and p t q (i.e. the image of each vertex of the simplex lies in the opposite face hyperplane), then for any point r e P 1 there exists a point s such that f(r) = s and f(s) = r.
We shall generalize the above taking into account the spa-<-s dimension.
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First we Introduce the following notation and abbreviations: 1° P°(F) denotes an n-dimensional projective space over the field F. If F is arbitrary, we write simply P n instead of P n (F). The remaining notation will be used as in [4] . We shall now prove the following generalization of the theorem mentioned in the introduction: Theorem 1.
If for a nonsingular collineation f in P 11 there exists a set of points A = { a 0 » • • • > a n } such that dim Z(A) = n and fU^ € Z ({»on}) * = °»***» n > tJi en for any set of points C' s{c^,,..,c } there exists a point c Q such that dim z({cg n }., f(c i )) ^T n-1 for all i=0,...,n.
In other words, if for f there exists one n-dimensional simplex S such that its image is inscribed in S, then for arbitrarly chosen n vertices there exists an n+1-th vertex of a new simplex S 1 image of which is inscribed in S 1 .
Proof: If dim Z(C') < n-1, then we may take an arbitrary point of Z(C') as c Q . Hence we may assume that dim Z(C') = n -1. Let an allowable coordinate system in P 11 be chosen in such a way that the points a^ have the coordinates a^ = i,j = 0,...,n. Write f in the matrix from y = Ax (A = [a i;j ] n+1 x n+1 ).
It follows from the assumption that a^ = 0 for all i = 0,...,n. n+1 i Let the characteristic polynomial of A be p(A) = p^A .
•then P n = (-D n g a., = 0.
Assume now that we are given points c^,... f c such that dim Z(c^,...,c ) = n -1. Assume that a new allowable coordi-nate system is such that the coordinates z.. of the points I c^ are eqjual 0^.. i = 1,...,n, j = G,...,n. We find a point c Q = (* 0 ,...,x n ) such that dim z({cQ n } f ffc.^)) < n-1 for i = 0,...,n.
Denote 
Assume that in the space P 11 (n > 2) we are given points a 0 ,...,a n , b Q , b 1 , every n + 1 of which are linear independent. Form the hyperplanes:
Adding of indices'is performed now and later modulo n + 1. Theorem 3. N+1 hyperplanes Hj^ZiH^Hj^aj^^ ) i = 0,...,n have a common point.
Proof: Let an allowable coordinate system be such that the points aj^ have the coordinates a^ = i,j = = 0,.,.,n and b Q has the coordinates bg^ = 1 j=0,... f n. It follows from assumptions that the coordinates b^ = c j of b, satisfy the conditions: c^ ^ 0, Cj / c k for j p k, j,k = 0,...,n. let f be a collineation such that fia^ = = i = 0,...,n and f(
One can.see easily that f is analytically determined by the formulae:
Prom the cyclicity of f it follows that there exist points b 2 ,...,b n such that fib^ = b i+1 i = 0,...,n.
Notice that the poin+ b^ has the coordinates b^^ = = c.c._ 1 j = 1,...,n+1. One can check easily that the hyper-
planes H^, H i2 have thS following equations:
The coordinates p^ bf an arbitrary point p of the subspace H^ n must satisfy xhe conditions:
The remaining coordinates of p may be arbitrary.
It is easy to see that H., have the following eauations:
Naturally, coordinates of satisfy these equations.
Collineations with an arbitrary period
In this chapter we shall deal with k-cyclic collineations, where k is an arbitrary integer > 2. Let R, C denote the real number field and the complex number field, respectively. We shall consider F^tR), and only occasionally P^C)» since geometrical properties of cyclic collineations in P^RJ are more interesting than in P^C). We shall often use the theorem on cyclic collineations ([4] -773 -
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According to the theorem H-F, if the collineation y = Ax (det A ¿0) is k-cyclic, then the invariant factors of the matrix A -AEn+1 have no repeated factors and each invariant factor is a factor of the polynomial -a (a -is some non-zero element of R). Observe that we can always take a = 1 (when n=21 1=1,2,..,,) or a = + 1 (when n = 21 -1). For this purpose it suffices to divide the colllneation matrix A by det.Al. From now we shall assume that the collineation matrix determinant is equal to 1 or -1. Then necessary and sufficient condition for the collineations y = Ax, y = Bx to be similar (in a geometrical sense) is that these collineations have the same invariant factors, or that the coefficients with the even consecutive number of these factors have different signs (the first is the highest power coefficient)3
Since the invariant factors F. = 1»...»r. We may treat the matrix (2.1) as a matrix of the canonical form of k-cyclic collineations. But it should be noticed that if n is odd, then the collineations y = Ax and y = -Ax (being the same collineation in a geometrical sense) ¡have different matrices of the form (2.1).
Extend now P^R) to P^C). If A is an indeterminate over C, then M ± (A) = U-^M X-l ± ) and I^U) = = ( A -£ i ) ( "X -IjJ, where eJ[ -1 or = -1, respectively. Thus we may formulate: Theorem 4a. If f is a real k-cyclic collineation in P^iC) (k,n >1), then there exists an allowable coordinate system in P^C) such that the matrix B of f has the following forms 
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As previously, all are at the same time roots of degree k of 1 or all are at the same time roots of degree k of -1. Clearly, £ i £ £j when i ^ j i s j = 1,...,r, since M^ £ M^ and L i £ L^. Notice that not every collineation with the matrix (2.1) or (2.4) is cyclic. Namely, when n is even and k is odd, then for the collineation periodicity must be s, = 0 and the matrices A. must be of the form o i (2.2). Similarly, when k, n are odd, then we must have s Q = 0, and A^^ must be of the form (2.3). Finally, when n is odd and k is even, then s = s" =0 and A. must have * o i the form (2.3), or s, s Q > 0 and A^ must have the form
(2.2).
Take into account the quadratic binary form: It follows from the above considerations that this family is the set at least of &(]>) ~ parameters. Some of the elements of Q may be non-zero. Their quantity is the smallest when s,s_ < 1 and 2 i 1.« In particular, for any k-cyclic (k > 2) collineation f in P (R) there exists one parameter set of conics which are invariant under f. Through any point p e precisely one conic of the family ([7] ).
-1 P 2 (fî) *> passes Let the symbols C^ , D^ denote the matrices:
,-1 i-1" *) Unless p satisfies the condition dim z(p,f(p),f 2 (p)) <1. The following theorem allows us to separate the real figures from those described in 12.9): Theorem 6. The necessary and sufficient condition for a figure of the second degree described in (2.9) to be real is that the matrix Q of the form (2.7) satisfy the additional conditions: Hi = ^i+1 3-1 for 1 1 j > i+1 i,j = s + 2 s t _ 1t ...,s-1 + 2 3 t' -1 = 1,...,r, t«1 t=0 and q.. € R for remaining i,j.
-778 -Proof. Naturally, it suffices to prove the theorem for one of the matrices , e.g. Q^. If is a 2*2 matrix, then the theorem is evident. Assume that it is true for s^ = 2m (1 < m < Let now s 1 = 2m + 2. Then 
It is easily seen that A = G«F or A = g'f'. Notice that the transformations y = Fx, y = F'x, y = Gx, y = G'x are involutive. Hence we obtain. Theorem 7. Any k-cyclic collineatioh in P n (R)
is a composition of two involutive collineations.
3-cyclic ¿ollineations
Because of interconnections with the generalized Desargues theorem ([33), we shall deal in this chapter with some properties of 3-cyclic collineations. We call a 3-cyclic colline ation f proper, if there exists a point p such that dim z(p, f(p), f 2 (p)) = 2. Notice that if £ e C and £ 3 = 1, then (-£) 3 = -1.
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Hence, in view of the tneorema 4, 4a, any 3-cyclic collineation in P n (R) has in some coordinate system a matrix of the form above we obtain Theorem 8. The number of 3-cyclic collineation in P^R) (projective!^ distinct) is equal to The points invariant under these collineations form subspaces characterized in the table given below:
(the upper index in the subspace symbol denotes its dimension).
Clearly, E* r\ E^ = 0 for i = Note that if s = 0, then dim H = -1 and dim H 1 = dim H 2 = .
If follows from this that through each point of P°(R) passes a line intersecting H^ and Hg. Hence such a line is invariant under y = Ax and consequently the collineation of the kind s = 0 is not proper.
It is known that if f is a 3-cyclic collineation in p P (R) and the points p, q are not invariant under f, then p p the triangles p, and q, are triple perspective ([6] p.163). In the case n = 2 it must be R) s=1 or s=3. Hence we have in P (R) one exactly 3-cyclic collineation only. We shall show that any 3-cyclic collineation of the kind s = n -1 in P n (R) (n 2) has also the property of triple perspectivity. Theorem 9. Let f be a 3-cyclic collineation of the kind s = n -1 in P n (R) (n > 2). let next A°~2 and A?' 2 be subspaces such that A QQ n a 1q = P n " 3 c H n -2, and let a"~2 +1 = i = 0,1 ;) = 0,1,2. Then there exist subspaces A^2, , i,k,r = 0,1,2 such that dim Z (A u , A jlt A kl ) = dim Z (A-l+1 , A jl+2 , A kl ) = = dim Z (A il+2 , A. l+1 , A fcl ) < n -1 ji!(i,j,kl), i,j,k,l=0,1,2 and Z(A pi ,A pj ).Z(A qi ,A qj )cB rk 0,1.2.
Z{A P i+1' A pj+1 ) ° Z(A qi + 2' A qj + 2 ) C B rk * ^ ^Si+I^qj+I 1 CB rk (we add indices modulo 3). In other words, the subspaces A^ are "perspectivity centers" for a respective ordering of the subspace triples A^m, A lp ^ i,j,k i,j,k,l,m,p = 0,1,2. Similarly, the subspaces B rk are "perspectivity axes" for the same ordering.
Proof. In the case A QQ = A^Q or e.g. A^0 = H the theorem is trivial. Hence we may assume that A 00 £ A^Q and A q0 ^ H ^ A io* 130 a P^a ne suc^ that G n A 00 o A 1q = $ and f(G) = G. Call a^ = G r> A^, a^ = G n A^ j = 0,1,2. Naturally, there exist points -782 -
